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PART I.-INTRODUCTION.

A SELECTION OF NOTES, CORRESPONDENCE, AND MEMORANDA
FROlB1 THE DOCUMENTS PRESERVED BY THE COMMITTEE.

I.-Notes ort previous Experhnents on tlrc action of’ 1Yind CM

Open Pipes and Cowls. Drazon up bJ llTo. J. ~F. Peggs
(27th August) 1887).

jE~6?’M?~n<S o~z t7ec 6~C~ o f ivincl l~cc,~si~z~ cccroa tlee munt7cs (l tuúe8 indicated
ly the, flozc or lo·esszo~e 0/’/~!M’(~. (&dquo; ~lleclaa~cics ~j~t~:~/«?/’ 1825.)
A saucer was filled with water into which was put a glass funnel, the

smaller orifice being above the water about 8-in., then the wind passed
over the top from a kitchen bellows. The result was that the water
ascended in the funnel, filled it, and was blown over as long as the opera-
tion of blowing was continued.

Tlie next trial was with a 30-in. barometer tube, open at both ends,
and the result was as before, only the water started up with much greater
rapidity than with the funnel. 

°

TIIOBI_1fi EwL_w·m.-E.zperimetats on the el/’-’ect uf wind pccs.,iy across the

11WUtltS of tubes at various angles, as indicated úy tlte //OM’ or l~re;ssm~e
of li,lZCicis. (~<9~-~J.)

These experiments were made with small leaden, block tin, and glass
tubes, )-in. and j-in, bore. The tubes ~-in. bore were of different lengths,
(12-In. to 36-in.), and placed in an upright position, tlie lower end being
dipped into a tumbler containing a little water.

Across the top of the upright tubes shorter tubes were placed, gener-
ally ? in. bore, and inclined at different angles to the vertical tube, as
shown in the sketches, Diagram 1, p. 208. Conical cross tubes were also

employed. 
’

The blast was effected simply by applying the mouth to one end of
the cross tube and blowing through it. Tlie effect of the blowing on the .

water in the vertical tube was then noted.
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The most important results may be briefly summarised as follows :-

Tlae ve7,tical tubes ccre continuous, the gaps shown i~aclicccte that tlac whole

lengt7i o f the tube is not ~izcn.
Diagram 1.

In fig. 1, instead of the liquid rising in the vertical tube, air was forced
out through the water in the tumbler. Various portions of the end b
were then cut off without changing the result until a b was only i-in.
long, when the air no longer descended, but no rarefaction took place in
the vertical tube.

In fig. 2 the same result was obtained as in fig. 1. In fig. 3 the
vertical tube was made to project into the cross tube, and was cut

obliquely as shown in the sketch at a. On blowing through the cross

tube, in the direction of the arrow, rarefaction took place in the vertical
tube, and the water rose in different trials from 20 to 30 inches.

In fig. 4 the vertical tube was carried into the cross tube and curved
as shown in the sketch, thus le aving an annular space -1-in. 8 wide. On

blowing through the cross tube in the direction of the arrow, the water
rose in the vertical tube from 20 to 30-ins. This result was improved by
enlarging tlle annular space.

In fig. 5 the cross tube vras coned as shown in the sketch, and different
sized cones were tried. The best result was obtained with a cone 9-in.

long, i-in. diameter at the smaller end, and i-in. diameter at the larger
end, and in this case the water rose 31 in. in the vertical tube.
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THOMAS EWBANK.&horbar;.E’.~’<?~/~M~ oiz tlze compa1’atil’e value of vczriozcs fonns
o f c7zi-moc,~y caps and 2~ecztilatoz~s ca~e·iecl out úy Thomas .T~P~a?!~ and
J01’dan L. Afott at ~lTeiv r01’k, and eonznzicnicccted to the F1’ankli1l

Institicto, Plziladel2~7zia, 1st ..TcclJ~ -y<9~.

The blast was produced by three cylindrical bellows worked by a steam
engine, and was conveyed through a 5-In. pipe terminating in an orifice
3-in. diameter through which the air issued in a horizontal direction.

Eight inches in front of the orifice a vertical glass tube 28-in. long, 1~-in.
bore, was placed, its lower end descending into a vessel of water, as

shown on Diagram 2, fig. 1. The upper end of this v ertical tube had a

ferrule to which the caps experimented on were fixed.

The result of these experiments may be briefly summarised as follows:
When the ferrule at the upper end of the glass tube was placed in the
centre of the blast no rarefaction was produced, and the water was neither
elevated nor depressed within the tube.

Cap fig. 2, consisting merely of a plain tube cut off at an angle, and
fig. 3, consisting of a right-angled bend, when placed in the centre of the
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blast blowing in the direction of the arrows, gave nearly similar results,
and raised the water in the ver tical tube f rom 1 ~ to 2!-in.

Cap fig. 4, consisting of a cross-piece on the vertical tube as per sketch,
gave, when the blast was in the direction of the arrow, no rise of water in
the vertical tube. When tlle blast was at right-angles to the cross-piece
the water rose two inches, and when it was at 45 degrees to the cross-piece
the water rose 4 inches.

Cap fi~. 3, consisting of a conical cross-piece, caused the water to

rise from 16 to 18 inches.

Cap fig. 6, similar to the last, but with a conical piece at the blast
end, caused tlle water to rise from 22 to 24 inches.

BOSTON EXPERIMENTS.&horbar;.E~e~M~?!~ on ce71t£latioll ccc~~riecl out by a

Committee ot’ the :l ~nericaoz Academy of’ -4 I,ts and Scienzces, Boston,
a~acl ’I’epo7’ted ly Dr. IITJntcc~a at the )izeetiii(I 1 in Illccoc7a, 1848.

In these experiments tlle blast of air was produced by means of a
revolving fan and was conducted into a straight square trunk 10 inches
by 10 inches. In the month of this trunk w-as a tube of tinned iron It-in.
diameter and bent at a right angle to carry the caps, the upright branch
of this tnLe, about 6 inches long, reaching to the inside of the mouth,
while the horizontal portion, about 5 inches in length, reached within about
2-L 2 inches of a coil of lead pipe 53 feet long. The connection between the

pipe carrying the caps and the lead pipe was made ly- a short glass tube,
for the purpose to be explained further on.

Tlie fan was worked by land, the blades being made to revolve at 300 ’

revolutions per minute by means of multiplying gear. The velocity of the
blast as it issued from the trunk was measured by observing the deflection
of a toy marble suspended by a silken thread in tlie centre of the mouth of
the trunk. In order to ascertain the velocity which the observed deflection
indicated the same marble was suspended at the mouth of a tube 1-in.

diameter, through which air was forced at a known velocity from a model
gas holder. The velocity thus ascertained was 10’3G feet per second,
,ur 7’06 miles per hour, and this velocity was maintained throughout these
experiments as the fan was always revolved at the same rate.

The velocity of the induced current in the coil of pipe was measured
by taking advantage of the well-known action of chlorine upon iodide of
potassium dissolved in star ch. A piece of paper wetted with the prepared
starch was suspended within the glass tube and chlorine gas was allowed
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to enter the end of the coil of pipe. The chlorine was carried along with
the current until it reaclled the starched paper which it instantly dyed a
deep blue. Tlle interval between the chlorine being admitted into thc
pipe and the blue color appearing on the starched paper was obseived and
this indicated the time the induced current took to travel 53 ft. from

which the velocity was calculated.
In the first place a perpendicular fixed tube 1-1-in. in diameter with a

horizontal top was tried.
Then a similar tube cut off obliquely at an angle of 45° with the

opening turned away from the blast, then a number of ellows, plates
and cowls.

The induced current caused by tlie blast on tlle ventilator is measured

by the velocity through the It-in. pipe.
In the perpendicular fixed tube the velocity is 0’728 ft. per second, and

in the other arrangements ventilators varied from C)’GOD to 2.21 ft. per
second.

If we take the upcast in the open pipe as tlle datum as in tlle Iiew
experiments, then Dr. Wyman’s experiments shew that the efficiency is

generally much greater than that of an open pipe, being from twice to

three times greater, excepting in the case where the reading is 0’608 ft.

E.Zheri~nents on the Efficiency of Open P’ll)es a~i~l T3%olpe~~t’s Cowls, by .D1’.

~lclolf T~T’olpe~~t, ca?’1’iecl out in 1877. Second Edition of ‘‘1 e~ztilati.on
u?id Ileit~zcy,~’ p. 357.

, 

The blast was produced by a centrifugal fan making 1,500 revolutions
per minute. Tlle blast came vertically upwards through a tube 10 centi-

~ metres in diameter, and 54 centimetres above tlie ground.
The velocity of the blast was measured by one of O’olhert’s statical

anemometers, and also by a water manometer. The cowls and open tubes

to be experimented on were placed horizontally over the blast, and at
distances varying from To meter to 1 meter above the blast tube. No

air was allowed to pass through the cowls or open tubes, but the exhaust-
ing power was measured by a water manometer in connection with ex-
haust tube, and the velocity was calculated from the manometer. The

velocity of the blast varied from 31 meters per second (69-44 miles per
hour) to 8 meters her second (17’92 miles per hour). Experiments were
made with plain open tubes of various diameters, viz., 20, 40, 60, 92 milli-
meters, and also with ~’~rolhert’s Cowls new and old pattern.
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The conclusions he arrived at are as f ollows :-

That a plain vertical open tube is a very good exhaust apparatus when
the wind is horizontal or only slightly inclined. That the frequently
occurring down-draughts, and the admission of rain, necessitate the con-
struction of other apparatus, even if these, under many circumstances,
give a smaller efficiency than open pipes.

According to &dquo;r olpert’s experiments the exhausting power, with a

horizontal wind, is as follows :-
For an open pipe the exhausting power is two-thirds of the velocity

of the wind passing across it.
For ~Yolher t’s new cowl the exhausting power is one-half of the

velocity of the wind passing across it.
’ 

For Wolpert’s old cowl the exhausting power is one-third of the

velocity of the wind passing across it.
Experiments with blasts at different angles show that neither of

’N olpert’s cowls were subject to down draught.

Experiments on I e~atilatiou. or Cowl lèsting, but not at ICeiv, by S. Stet’ens
IIellye1’. ‘‘I’lz~nzben and Sanitary Houses,&dquo; Fvurt7a Edition, p. ,I~33.
Lape~~ime~at., cW’1’ied out in 1880.

The experiments were carried out on two 4-in. lead pipes. The pipes
were fixed upon a wall outside Mr. Hellyer’s factory and were 33-ft. long.
There were several bends in the course of the pipes, but care was taken
to have the bends similar in both pipes. The pipes were continued
6 or 7 feet above the parapet of the wall, and were placed 4 feet apart at
their upper ends.

Two different methods of testing were adopted :
In the first method, the pipes were connected by a V bend at their

lower end, and a fan meter made by Negretti & Zambr a was fixed in one
of the limbs of the V-shaped pipe where it could be seen through a glass
front.

The trials were made upon what ~1r. Hellyer calls the &dquo; Pull Devil

pull Beggar 
&dquo; 

principle. In the first place a cowl was fixed upon one of
the pipes and the other left open. At the end of an hour a reading of
the fan meter was taken, and if this showeci that the cowl had drawn air

through the open pipe, it was assumed that the cowl was better than the
open pipe and vice z~e~r~c.
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In the next place a cowl was fixed on each pipe and observations taken
in the same way to determine which cowl was best.

It will be noticed that by this method the fan meter was read back-
war ds as well as forii-ards.

In the next method the two pipes were taken independently without
the V-shaped pipe, and two fan meters, one being fixed at the foot of eacli
pipe. A cowl was placed on each pipe and tests were made at intervals
of 10 minutes, 1 hour, and 2 hours. Readings of the fan meters were
taken at the end of the interval, and then the cowls were changed over so
that each cowl was on a different pipe.

The experiments show that a few of the cowls gave worse results than
an open pipe, but most of them gave better results, the gain being from
3 to 18 per cent.

Mr. Hellyer’s own conclusion about the cowls is : &dquo; Tahing all the

tests, the palm of victory must be given to 3Ii~. Buchan, and the results
given in the various tables warrant the author in placing his own about
second on the list.&dquo;

ADDENDUM.

Additional materials for completing the introduction thus commenced by
Mr. Pegga are contained in two books of newspaper cuttings, entitled &dquo; Principal
Experiments on Ventilation by Cowls and Other Automatic 1Blean...;,&dquo; and

&dquo; IIi~tory of Ventilation by Cowls, &c.,&dquo; extracted from the 1’hcml,e~~ ancl

Deconaton, .January, 18S5 to August, 1889.
In 1898-1900 a complete synopsis of the work carried out by the Committee

was prepared with a view to the preparation of the Report to be presented to the
Institute ; but no draft of a Report was prepared beyond some rough notes by
lllr. Field and 1B11’. Peggx indiaating the general lines proposed to be followed.

IL-Cltronolo~ical Table of IITOr7c done.

(Draim up proLuLlJ i~a Octoùer, 1896, and e.zte~aclecl to the rime of
pub lication, 1901.)

1876-7. Experiments* by Mr. Field and PIr. Peggs, 1876-7.
1877. Exhibition of The Sanitary Institute at Leamington in 1877.

* Between December, 1876, and July, 1877, a number of experiments were made
by Mr. Peggs and Mr. Field in a garden at Stoke Newington. So far as can be ascer-

tained the experiments consisted in comparing the flow of air through v cowl, read by
means of an air meter attached presumably to a pipe, which was surmounted by the
cowl under observation, with the simultaneous readings of an anemometer. Various cowls
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were tried in this way, as well as an Open Pipe. The results appear on thirty-four foolscap
sheets, but no final reduction of’ the numbers has bcen completed, so tl1at the effective
comparison of the cowls is not available. In view of the more elaborate arrangements
subsequently adopted, it seems now unnecessary to do more than mention the existence of
these readings.

(*) Names of Committee:&horbar;Captain (afterwards Sir) Douglas Galton, C.B., F.R.S.,
who died 10th March, 1899; 3Ir, Rogers Field, B.A., M.Inst.C.I~., who died 28th March,
1(JUO; and Mr. William Eassie ; after Mr. Eassie’s death in August, 1888, Mr. J. Wallace
Peggs, Assoe.M.Inst.C.E., became a member of the Committee, but died on 24th Feb., 1899.

(t) See &dquo;Sanitary Record,&dquo; September 13th, 1878.

) These criticisms are preser ved in book of cuttings among the papers collected by
the Committee and now preserved at The Sanitary Institute.
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(*) Hill curves are understood to mean curves representing the results of a series of
experiments generally completed on one day, to ascertain the effects of difference of

position of a rain-gauge cap, or sugar-loaf terminal, over pipe or diverging tube, or any
other one variable. Such curves are represented in the Report (Diagrams AE to AP,
p. 405, BD, p. 414, and BU, p. 420.)
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IV.- Hill Curves.

71-I~. CAP OVER 3-IN. PIrl;.

The first attempt was made on tllu 2lSi’d August, 1895. On this occasion
&dquo; Flush &dquo; seema to have come out too low, viz. : Ratio ’84, inserted in. being
’86, and in. above being 1~0-l.

On account of the great difference between Flush and in. above, another
attempt was made on the 4th October, 1895, with the in. above included_.
This second attempt was frustrated by heavy rains, thus preventing completion
of curve.

’ 

A third attempt was made on the 25th October, 1895, and was fairly suc-
cessful. The Robinson Cups were out of order on this date.

See Diagmms 65-71, ~. f0u, Diar;ram i.~, p. ~1.~, and Dir(gmm SO, h. ,);?0.

V.&horbar;6~M~ ~ Dela.!!.

Waiting for a suitable wind...1 very good wind is wanted for these curves,
as something like twenty-five experiments have to be made, and all of these have
to be done in the same wind.

Wind velocity dropping, causing rejection of experiment.
Wind direction changing to &dquo;line of pipes,&dquo; causing rejection of experiment.
Outside pipes differing by 10°/&dquo; or more.
Rain; meters have to be taken out. 

’

Gusty winds.
Ratios differing by 5% or more.

Slidi~zg Caps.-A great number of experiments were made with Sliding Cup-
with zinc studs, whicll were found not to be reliable.

King’s Cross note-books checked and experiments averaged.
History of the consecutive readings of lBing’s Cross Meters (G71, 673, 674)

had to be made.
Standard 3-in. and 6-in. Curves re-plotted.
Open-pipe sheets re-worked from revised curve.
Iiew note-books (forty in number) checked.
Wrong position of meters noted, in some cases caused the following altera-

tions : ( 1 ) Complete Tabulatiun ; (2) Wind abstract; (3) Wind compass; (4)
Ratio compass.

Abstract of day’s work (histor3-), prepared for doubtful days.
Examination of each individual experiment by llr. Field for doubtful experi-

ments which, or some of which, ought to be rejected.
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V I.-Co~~resp~o~tdcoace.

NAPLES,
I>ec. 18th, 18~5.

R. }~~ELD, Esq., Westminster.

DEAR SiR,
A few weeks ago 1 did not think I SllUllid )!lli’c the pleasure of seeing
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those interesting Venetian chimneys we have previously discussed. I now send

you a few copies (Diagrams 3 and 4, pp. 220-221) from my note book that may be
of interest to you in connection with the very valuable set of experiments you

are conducting. The -shaped Venetians are not so mucli in fasliion as

in Canaletti’s (artist) time, but many still remain and seem peculiar to Venice,
for I have not noticed them elsewhere. They are built up of very thin
bricks or stones specially shaped, and inside have a second ullimnev loosely
covered with t iles. I was fortunate enough to see one under repair from the
Tower of St. Mark’s. Occasionall3- they are grouped in threes and fours, and
run at times very large, as much as four or live feet across the top. All have
vent holes near the smaller diameter. No. 15 is interesting, as so near 3Ir.

Peggs’ favourite pattern, and looks ,I<>11.
l~To. 18 from Rome is very quaint, and also looks very well.

No. 14 is in terra cotta, modern, and much used in &dquo;Milan.

BTo. 12 is of sheet iron, and seems the favourite pattern here
in ~Taples-as many as two dozen being on some rool?s, mostly
flat liere ; and as tlirj- do not seem to liave been doctored,
are apparently successful. I think their aection must be of

the form here shown, but cannot get near enough to get
dimensions.

No. 1, from Milan, has a cowled top of plate, the rest in brick and plaster,
which seems the favourite material.

Yours faithfully,
A. W. ACKERMANN.

llTO~es re Chimney in Ita.ly, by A. W. A., Dec., 1b’~:i (see diagrams 4 ancl -/,,
lJP. 220-221):- 

.

Nos. l, S, ~J, 10, 13, and 14. 8Iilan.

;‘Tos. 2, 3, 4. Fal’mhouS9 between Milan and Venice.

Nos. 5, 13. Florence.

Nos. 6, 7, 11, 1:~, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21. Venice.

No.1 1 S. Rome.

The commoner forms, as 2, 3, 4, S, 17, appear to aim at as
little obstruction as possible by corner columns, and in some

cases the cap is supported with thin tiles, placed as here shown

on plan.
A. ‘Y. A.
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11, RUE BOISSY D’ANGLAS, PARIS,

~r~ ~6XA, 1879..

DEAR Slzz, .

I c~,a,llc~cl Immediately o0 11. Far6 (156, Rue de Rivoli). He says lte
cannot give his report except upon an order of the Agricultural Bureau. I am

going to inquire for you and will report soon.
As to the experiments on cowls. permit me to give ny opinion to yourself

and friends.

Page 146 of my book (’rr~itc de cliauffage) you might read :
&dquo; Bien des personnes s’imajinent que 1’llclice nxce u l’int6rieur d’un tuyau

active la sortie de la fumce : c’est une errezen.&dquo;
You see I did not wait your experiments to have a right opinion on the

subject. See figures 87, 90, 94 to 96, 97, 98, 101,
103, 118, 125, 129, 130, 131, 1U-! to 182 of my
book: you will find endless forms of cowls (or ~2.

f:a,ssie’s, pages 172 to 175). More than 2,000
Patents have been taken on the subject, all copied
from old things. The theory is this : 1st, Suppose
a wall AB higher than the pipe C (7)i<~ ?to wind.

The ascending power of the smoke or vitiated air
will be exactly in proportion of the difference of
density oF the gases of the column C and the ex-
ternal air. 2nd, Sliould the wind blow from D or
E or h’ the ascension of’ the smoke will be natural ;
but should the wind come from G its strength may
be superior or equal to the difference of density
I just spoke of, and will cause the effect s we

all know. Hence all those inventions to put a
&dquo; p~,ravent or screen on the G side, or to force
the wind to drag away the smoke as we do here
with the revolving &dquo;~ueule·-w~lmnh.&dquo;

One of the most simple of 1 he inventions is no doubt the Chinese

cap, used thousands of years ago, together with proper and suflicient
. 

air ducts to supply air to fireplaces, a thing which is just as badly
understood in England as elsewhere ; a thing which has been done
here hy Gauger in 1713 (see &dquo; La, llecanique du Feu &dquo;), and reiii-
vented or recommenced by Captain Belarius in 1832 (8I4n>nrial de 1’Of~iciur du

G6nie), and twenty years afterwards by Captain Douglas Galto>i in his famous
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ventilating fireplace, so much ,pol;en of in all the scientific papers of the last
twenty years.

Now to the cowls. Never forget the rule I laid down (last line, page 268 of

my bool;*) : 3 things are indispensable to provide ventilation-an entrance or

air (luct ; an e.vit fur vitiated air ; and, last, a force. The cowls you experiment
with are nothing else but &dquo; para vents &dquo;; some of them may act well, like plain
open pipes, in case of strong wind, but are actually worthless, and I say more.

prejudicial, in case of calm weather, o~7~c>n yoic mostly want vent2lat-io~~..
One of the best modes <>f’ ensui ing cheap ventilation (that is tll say, to find the

third term of the problem) and one to he used in Imr1’acks, hospitals, kitl’heI1S,
etc., is to put the vitiated air of the various rooms (when possible) in contact
with the smoke pipe of the kitchen. said pipe of conduc-
tihle material and inserted in ~, main exit pipe of masonry:
when you cannot resort to it, have gas or some other

agent, but do not depend upon natural forces lilce the

wind, which act like wind-mills aud give you water when
you do not want it.

Very truly your,
CIIS. J

I. send you a few copies of my last brochure to give to your friends of the
Sanitary Institute, and particularly to Captain Douglas Galton.

When you can inform me of what you are doing on your side I shall feel

obliged. I subscribe to the Journal of the Society of Arts for that.

-.--- ~- --

5, CANNON Row, LONDON, 8.’B7&dquo;.,
.tI« y 1;_’Gh, Ib’~ J.

Ill. JOLY. 
’

DEAR SIIt,
I ought to have’ written you before to thank you for your letters and

for the trouble you have kiudiy taken in endeavouring to obtain M. Fti-6’,; Report
for me.

I wrote to 1B1. Tisserand, Directeur d’Agriculture, as you suggested, a letter.
a copy of which I enclose, but 1 have not received any reply.

1 have given copies of your note, ‘‘ Sur la ventilation des Salons’:’ to C:’pt.
Douglas Galbjn and .Mr. Eassie, u,ud forward you per book post a CI py of the

---~ - .. -- .- ’ -- .

*Trait6 Pratique du ch-.tufl’age, de la ventilation, ca dc la di~ triLutil n de; eaux.

Paris : .T. Baudry. 1873. ,
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Sanitary Record of last week, in which 1B1r. Eassie notices your paper. I will

give the remainder of the copies to other gentlemen interested in the subject
when I have an opportunity.

I have referred to the various passages in your &dquo; Trait6 de ChaufEage&dquo; (which
I am sorry to say I have not yet had time to study as carefully as I should
desire), but I do not see that they deal with the precise point which we are
going to investigate in our cowl experiments. There can be no doubt that in a

number of cases the up-current in tubes is created by difference of density of the
gases as you state, but there are also many cases in which the up-current is
created simply by the passage o f ivi.)td across the exhosecl ztl)pe)- end of the tzebe.
This we proved in our previous experiments at Kew, where we got a very strong
up-draught varying with the velocity of the wind when the temperature inside
and outside the building was precisely the same. It is this &dquo;induced current&dquo; 

,

due to the action of the wind, which we are going to investigate.
1Ve intend to measure the velocity of the wind, also the corresponding

velocity of the up-current, and ascertain if we can what relation the one bears ~-
to the other. This, as far as I know, has never yet been done.

We are at present engaged in testing our air meters and anemometers, so as
to obtain a reliable standard on which to work. The result of these experiments
as far as they go, shows that these instruments as ordinarily used, are not to be
much relied upon, and if we do nothing more than obtain correct data with

reference to them, I think we shall be doing good service to the science of
ventilation.

What kind of air meters do you generally use for testiug currents in ventila-
ting flues?

Yours very truly,
ROGERS FIELD.

_ 11, RUE BOISSY D’ANGLAS, PARIS,
~licy l~t7a, 1879.

DEAR SIR,
I received your letter 12th inst, also the paper; many thanks for it.

1 c. I1Z. Far6’s Report.-I do not know of any other means now but to write
the same (I1Z. Tiss6rand’s letter), and direct it,

-31. le Directezer Jeneral
cle fAd~~ai~tistration des Forets,

a.u Louvre,
a Paris.

Perhaps he will answer.
2e- Anemometres.&horbar;Here they measure the velocity of the current together

with the diameter of the anemometer and calculate accordingly. But I doubt if
the result is scientifically exact.
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Some of the best anemometers here are made by M. E. Hardy, 6, Avenue de
Lamothe, Piquet. You might write him and ask description and price of his
instruments, stating for what object.

I think the object you have in view has never been tested scientifically, and
you will do much good by throwing light on the questions. Your papers, like

Builder, are full of false notions and inventions on the subject.
With much respect,

Cns. J or. 1.

VII.-Sugar Loaf and Louvre Terminals.

In some preliminary memoranda made by Mr. Field in 1SJ7, as to

Sugar Loaf and Louvre Terminals, the following notes appear with
ref erence to the experiment

19th April.-The length of the side (as long as it is more than 5~
inches) and the size of the top do not much affect the efficiency.

l~ozmz-draicglct.-No plain Sugar Loaf can be constructed which will
be proof against down-blow and fairly good against up-blow. The nearest

approach with plain pipe is when the top is 65 per cent. of annular space
at bottom, in which case it will be proof against down-blow as long as
angle does not exceed 50°, and against up-blow as long as angle does not
exceed 38° (40° ?). When area of top is 50 per cent. of annular space it
is completely proof against down-blow, and this can easily be made proof
against up-blow by a ring fitted to the pipe below. -

The following conclusions as to Sugar Loaf Terminals were drawn on
14th October, 1896, from a study of down-draught experiments :-

In order to prevent down-draught, Position A at 60° Ratio Col. 3*n Col. 4

must not be ~nore than .50 (’53 ~), unless Sugar Loaf is a considerable height
above pipe. (This is the reason of down-draught with diverging tube.)

In order to prevent down-draught, Position B at 40° Ratio Col. 3
b Col. 4

must not be less than .63, unless Sugar Loaf is a considerable height above
pipe.

’ Col. 3 = area of top of Sugar Loaf; Col. 4 = area of annular space at bottom of

Sugar Loaf.
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It follows that Sugar Loaf cannot be made down-draught proof at 60°
Position .4 and 40° Position B, unless Sugar Loaf is considerable height
above pipe.

The Sugar Loaf with top 4t inches diameter, bottom 7 t inches, and
side 18 inches long, is decidedly worse for Position A than that with side
9 inches long, and no better for Position B.

LOUVRES.

l~~’ect vf lcn~~thcntin~~ ~OIIICfLl ~~01(2’7’l’S, 10th May, 1897.
The lengthening of these conical louvres apparently affects the efficiency

when the wind blows between the feathers more than it does wlien it blows

against them, thus exactly rcyersil1g
the action in the case of cylinder
louvres. In the case of between
feathers also, lengthening improves the efficiency instead of diminishing it

as in the case of cylinders. (Report, Table XXVII., hp. 349).
Gyca.~t. FOll1’ Fc~athce~s.-T he height uf the louvre with 3-inch pipe

should not be more than 3 inches.
~.6.&horbar;The lengthening of the cylinder louvres especially affects the

efficiencv when the wind blows against tll feathers. (This only applies
to cylinders). With short cylinder Between is better than Against.
With long cylinder Between is worse thin Against.

In order to get greatest dficiency two conditions seem to be necessary.
(1) Area of top should be about equal to annular space at bottom ; (2)
Area of annular space at bottom should be 4 or 4§ times area of pipe ()i-

diverging tube.
It is a disadnl1ltage t0 Illalve tlle luuvre too large.
If above conditions are adhered to, but not otherwise, a 4~ Inch

diverging tube givers about 6 per cent. better efliciency than a plain pipe.
h’uzzr Feuthers.-~V llen the top of the louvre is reduced (as it must be

to prevent down-draught from down-blow, see below), the efficiency is

greatly reduced, and in this case also the reduction is much greater with
wind blowing aguirrst the feathers than with wind blowing between.

hurvn-cluarr~Irf.-A louvre with top about same area as annular sllace
at bottom is subject to strong down-draught from dowll-blow. In or der

to prevent tllis, area at top must be reduced to 30 per cent. (or slightly
less) of annular space, when it will be down-draught-proof with down-
blow, and only subject to down-draught with up-blow when angle more
than 95° (? ). The efficienc)’ with 6-inch bottom will be only 1-08 (?).
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Conical Louvres: Foz~~~ Feat7aers. 12th May 18J i.

Results of dowii-(l rail (Ylit tests, 11t11 May, 1897, on louvres 7-iuch
diameter bottom, to a certain extent upset experiments with louvres
6-inch diameter bottom made on 12th April, 1897, and show that with

Top of louvre _ . 23, 6-incli bottom is 

not proof from down-Anuular sl~acc vt bottonl 
- ~2~~ b-mch bottom is not proof from down-Annular space at bottom 

blow at 60° angle. Any ratio smaller than ’23 is quite out of the question,
as the efficiency would be so very low. The small-top louvre cannot,
therefore, be made a first-class cowl as regards down-draught without
covering, and if covering has to be adopted it will be better to use a

large-top louvre, as the efficiency will be much better. It is, therefore,
not wortli spending time on small-topped louvres in trying to effect small
improvements in them by increasing tlle number of feathcrs or putting on
fillets.

Uu the other hand, Toh of lonvre - - .2t-1 will be down-
’ Annular space at bottom

draught-proof from down-blow with angle 54°, and from down-draught
from up-blow at an angle of nearly 50°, so that it is a fairly good working
and simple terminal with four feathers.

Doum-d~~ccugl~t. I~3th ~Iay, 18~)7.

Cconpuriso~t o f 3-feathered lozcvres with !-f’ecctherecl louv~~es.-i1 comparison
of the down-draught curves for 3-feathered louvres, with down-draught
curves for 4-feathered louvres, shows that with T°I’ of lonvre X

, Annular space at bottom
.50 and above, the curves for the 3- and 4-feathered louvres appear to

a~ree. O11 the other hand, . Top of louvre 
- less thanagree. On the other hand, with -.&horbar;&horbar;&horbar;,&horbar;’&horbar;&horbar;&horbar;&horbar;&horbar;&horbar;j&horbar;-.&horbar;&horbar; ~ less thanI On thc other hand, Annular space a1t bottom = less than

v0 the curves differ, especially the up-blow; tlle 3 - feathered louvres

being rather better than tlle 4-feathered louvres with down-blow, and
much worse than 4-feathered louvres with up-blow.

LouvRES. bth July, 1897.

Experiments of htll May show tllat witll a small-topped louvre wind
blowing against feathers, the best result is got when the louvre is 11 ins.
deep, and the worst when 3 ins. deep. When blowing between feathers
the best result is when louvre is 3 ins. deep, and worst when 1~ ins. deep.
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The above is confirmed by experiments of 21st May, 1897, when with
wind blowing against feathers the best result is obtained at 2i ins. deep
and worst at 4 ins. deep.

With wind blowing between feathers the depths apparently make not
much difference. 

’ 

Large Topped I,ou2~res. , - ..

Wind blowing against feathers, practically no difference between

1 ~ Ins. and 3 ins. deep.
Wind blowing between feathers, practically no difference between

11 2 ins. and 3 ins. deep. ,

Experiments of 26th March, 1897, seem to show, by comparing against
and between, that top of louvre must be large enougi to take discharge
from pipe plus the entry at bottom of louvre ; also that a louvre is spoilt
hv making it too large. - 

..

’ 

HEIGHT OF LOUVRES. 14th August, 1897.
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